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On Wednesday Polish media announced that the Polish justice minister and
Prosecutor-General Zbigniew Ziobro had on 4 October expanded his constitutional
review application from 23 August (case K 7/18). In the 4 October petition, he asked
the Trybuna# Konstytucyjny to pronounce the unconstitutionality of Art. 267 TFEU
to the extent that it allows referring to the Court [of Justice] a preliminary
question … in matters pertaining to the design, shape, and organisation of
the judiciary as well as proceedings before the judicial organs of a member
state. [p. 1]
Comments from eminent Polish lawyers and academics appeared immediately,
with the emphasis understandably put on the political significance of the move and
its possible implications for the relations between the already strained Poland–EU
relations, including the worries of Poland leaving the EU. The imminence of local
elections no doubt fuelled such dramatic narratives being developed in order to turn
the electorate, staunchly committed to the EU, away from the ruling party.
The purpose of this note, however, is rather to examine why the case, despite its
obvious entanglement in domestic politics, may be of interest to EU lawyers. I will
first summarise the arguments given by Mr Ziobro in support of his petition, and later
consider some more general implications of this reasoning.
Mr Ziobro’s arguments.
Mr Ziobro starts with a familiar reassertion of the Trybuna# Konstytucyjny’s
competence to review EU treaties on the basis of the Polish Constitution (pp. 3–4).
He then proceeds to set out the basic workings of Art. 267 TFEU. Citing C-297/88
Dzodzi v. Belgium, Mr Ziobro alleges that “in practice there are preliminary questions
asked on the basis of the challenged norm whose subject-matter extends to issues
beyond the scope defined in Art. 267 TFEU, and the CJEU rules on those issues
under Art. 267 TFEU” (p. 8). He proceeds to observe that the recent preliminary
references made by the Polish Supreme Court confirm “the normative content of Art.
267 TFEU, which includes the court’s competence to refer a preliminary question on
the design and organisation of the judiciary” (p. 10).
This is presented as an abuse of the preliminary reference mechanism—although
the preliminary questions “admittedly … related to EU acts,” they nonetheless
“were essentially aimed at getting the CJEU to opine on the judicial system in
Poland and in particular to relate to the legality of the Supreme Court Act—so of a
domestic, not a Union, act, moreover one with no EU elements” (p. 9). This idea of a
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preliminary reference being de iure limited to EU law, but de facto having domestic
(political? legal?) implications is repeated several times at pp. 9–11. The distrust
discernible in those remarks is striking. It is one thing to say that some references
may have consequences unwarranted by the jurisdictional scope of Art. 267; Mr
Ziobro, however, seems to insist throughout that in any case where the question
of EU law may have any impact on any matter that is considered ‘purely’ domestic,
then ipso facto there is some sort of unwarranted and illegitimate interference. This
much stronger claim provides the basis for the main argument against Art. 267.
  For it is difficult to see why we should be worried about the fact that preliminary
questions “may also concern matters constitutionally restricted for [the exclusive
competence of] the organs of the Republic of Poland” (p. 22) unless one assumes
that the CJEU will fail to note the relevant jurisdictional issues and readily answer
actually unwarranted questions.
As one of such spheres of exclusive domestic competence he mentions the
‘organisational autonomy’ of the judiciary of a member state (pp. 25–26), awkwardly
noting in passing that ‘procedural autonomy’ (which may or may not be synonymous
with ‘organisational autonomy’) may however be regulated—and thus limited
—by the EU (p. 26). His argument then boils down to this: “[a] provision which
leaves a member state court free to determine competences contrary to the
Constitution of Poland” (p. 27) infringes the principle that “[t]he organs of public
authority shall function on the basis of, and within the limits of, the law,”1)Art. 7 of
the Polish Constitution and in particular of the Constitution. For as it is the exclusive
competence of the legislature to regulate the judicial system (pp. 19–20; 27), it would
be essentially illegitimate to transfer that competence to any other organ. Art. 267
in its full width (and presumably because of the alleged repeated abuses thereof?)
constitutes precisely such a transfer.
Implications
Those are, roughly, Mr Ziobro’s arguments, which may as well turn out to be adopted
more or less wholesale by the Trybuna# Konstytucyjny. Such a course of events
would have some interesting—if drastic—implications for the integrity of the EU legal
system.
The first headlines reporting the application were somewhat exaggerated: it was
claimed that Mr Ziobro seeks to challenge the constitutionality of Art. 267 tout court.
As we have seen, his challenge is substantively limited, and his arguments make it
quite clear that his immediate end is to safeguard the reforms of the judiciary from
any challenges from Luxembourg. But we have also seen that he challenges the
Article “to the extent that it allows referring to the Court [of Justice] a preliminary
question … in matters pertaining to the design, shape, and organisation of the
judiciary as well as proceedings before the judicial organs of a member state” (my
emphasis).
I have mentioned that Mr Ziobro equivocates ‘organisational’ and ‘procedural’
autonomy, probably in an attempt to find some room where he could ground the
supposed exclusive autonomy in matters relating to the organisation of the judiciary
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without thereby uprooting the fundamentals of Luxembourg jurisprudence. The truth
is, however, that if the petition is affirmed by the Trybuna# Konstytucyjny, this would
mean a potential rejection of a whole body of EU procedural law that establishes
domestic courts as the administrators of the EU legal system. Indeed, it could be
sensibly said that even the question in 26/26 Van Gend en Loos was in at least
one sense “pertaining to the design, shape, and organisation of the … proceedings
before the judicial organs of a member state.” On the interpretation offered by Mr
Ziobro, the Court’s failure to disclaim its jurisdiction in that case meant that the ruling
is unconstitutional and inapplicable in Poland.
Of course it may be said that Mr Ziobro’s target is not so much the result of
unconstitutional preliminary references, but only the very act of making a reference.
What this would mean is, however, difficult to grasp. Would the unconstitutionality
of a reference by a Polish court taint the force of a ruling given directly in response
thereto? Presumably yes—Mr Ziobro needs the Trybuna#’s ruling precisely to
be able to contest Luxembourg’s responses to the recent Polish references. If
so, what would then be the status of a reference by a Czech court? Would the
Polish government insist that the Czech reference is equally unconstitutional and
the corresponding ruling has no binding force in Poland? Or would it accept the
ruling? These questions are not readily answered unless we decide to take the most
intuitive, but disastrous interpretation that all rulings given on ‘forbidden’ preliminary
references are void—disastrous, because it would entail Poland’s rejection of a
major part of EU constitutional law.
The principles of judicial cooperation and procedural autonomy are already one of
the more difficult themes of EU constitutional law, and the possible Polish ruling may
make it still more convoluted. Unfortunately, that may be the point—it has been part
of Mr Ziobro’s strategy to sometimes push doctrinal confusion to the point in which,
in Hart’s famous phrase, “all that succeeds is success.”2)H.L.A Hart, The Concept of
Law (3 ed. OUP 2012) at 153.
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